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Why this little book?
Q: Have you ever wondered why it seems so easy to put on fat? All you have to do is sit around
watching TV all the time, eating pizza and cake and you can get real fat, real easy, right?
On the other hand it seems really hard to build muscle. Those bulging biceps and the 6-pack abs
takes lots of hard work down the gym, lifting weights and eating the right food.
Q: Have you ever wanted to know why it is so easy to gain fat, but so much harder to build muscle?
Q: Have you ever wondered what’s the right amount of fat, or the right amount of muscle? We all
broadly accept that being obese is not healthy. We know that too much fat is bad, but is it also
unhealthy to be too skinny? We know that anorexics are too thin, but at what point does not-enoughfat become unhealthy? Where is the healthy balance between too much and not enough?
Q: What about muscle? Are these huge body builders healthy? Is it good to be loaded with big
muscles? What are the advantages and disadvantages of being big and muscly?

Q: Is there a ‘too much or too little’ happy balance for muscle, the same as there is for body fat?
MotherNaturesDiet is all about health, longevity, disease prevention, resisting ageing and remaining
healthy and disease free for a long happy life with abundant energy. This little book will answer these
questions for you and explain to you just how much fat and muscle is optimal for a healthy life. It’s
not about looks or vanity; it’s about the healthiest way to live for the long term.
MotherNaturesDiet is not another ‘get yourself a 6-pack’ Internet-based diet plan, the goal of MND is
to inspire and help as many people as possible to find the best natural way to achieve supreme good
health and abundant energy.
As clearly stated on www.MotherNaturesDiet.com my definition of supreme good health and
abundant energy is this:
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Free from pain, disease, immobility and any obvious illness
Abundant vibrant energy
Resisting the signs of premature aging – maintain youthful looks and energy levels
A good level of basic fitness, strength and flexibility
As a minimum, a balance of moderate physical ability across a range of functions
Attractiveness – clear skin, not too fat, not too thin, bright healthy looks, a fit sexy body
Natural virile healthy sexual function and high libido
Longevity – I want to live a long, healthy life, free from disease and disability
Age well – maintaining excellent levels of physical and mental ability well into my old age

MotherNaturesDiet is made up of 12 Core Principles, a simple set of guidelines about how to live, eat
and move your body. These are clearly set out online on the Core Principles page of my blog site.
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This little book should help you to understand the optimal level of body fat and the optimal amount of
muscle that you should look to carry on your body in order to achieve supreme good health and
abundant energy, as defined above. No set of recommendations can ever be all-things to all-people,
and there will always be people who want something different, so please remember, this guide is
about good health, not body building, not looking like a super-model…just simple good health for a
disease-free long life.
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Body fat
There are two types of fat in our bodies – the stuff we see from the outside, and the stuff we don’t.
So there are fat cells deep inside you, these are the ones we don’t see, and they are the nasty
dangerous ones that stick to your organs...this type of fat is called visceral fat or abdominal fat, and
this is bad news, this stuff kills you. A heavy drinker may appear slim from the outside, but may have
dangerous levels of visceral fat inside, clogging his or her heart, liver, stomach, etc., and this is a
serious threat to your health.
The other type of fat is called subcutaneous fat; this is the fat we do see from the outside, the stuff
that sits under your skin, on your belly, hips, bum, thighs, chin, your man-boobs, your bingo-wings
and everywhere else. Subcutaneous fat is less harmful in moderate amounts, and indeed in small and
moderate amounts it serves a number of useful purposes, such as storing fat-soluble vitamins,
providing useful additional body warmth in winter, cushioning on our feet, knees and bottom and
providing fuel stores for the future. These uses of fat are detailed in the following pages.
However, we live in an age when the ‘obesity epidemic’ is front page news every week, and it is
obvious that in vast quantities, this excess body fat becomes a serious burden. Once we have more
than we need, once our body composition is made up of too much fat and we are carrying more
‘future fuel supplies’ than we can use, it creates a burden on our frame and our organs, and with it
comes all manner of health consequences.

Think of it this way
It’s just the same as the fuel tank on your car. Your car needs fuel (petrol or diesel) to run, and the
car has a fuel tank to store that fuel in. Fuel is heavy, and when the tank is full, that becomes one of
the heaviest single components of any car, after the engine. But if the tank is empty, completely
empty, then the car is useless and won’t go anywhere. So you need to fill the tank, you need to put
fuel in the car to make it go, and if you fill the tank, the car drives along nicely doing its job with no
trouble.
But what if you then fixed on extra fuel tanks, all across the passenger seat, and the back seats, right
up to the roof, and in the boot (trunk to readers in the US), and on top of the roof, and in every
available bit of space. Imagine you added extra fuel tanks everywhere you could fit them, and
strapped them on the outside, and hung some off the back, and then filled them all up ram-jam full,
then what?
Right, they would become extremely detrimental to the performance of your car in three ways.
1: The car would be so heavy that it would not be able to perform at anything like optimal
performance. Cornering would be dangerous and unpredictable, so the car would be in ‘go-slow’
mode all the time, and it would never be able to reach any real speed.
2: The car would be extremely likely to break down, under perform, and be involved in accidents. The
suspension would be liable to failure, the tyres would be worn down faster, the seats would soon be
worn and shabby looking, the car would creak and groan as you tried to drive it.
3: The car would be ‘highly volatile’ – one major accident and it could all go ‘boom’.
Any of these states may cause the car to end up in the garage for repairs. Let’s think of the garage as
the ‘car hospital’. Yeah, now you can see where I’m going with this…right?
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So in our car analogy, we accept that carrying some fuel is essential, but too much becomes
detrimental. With no fuel, or very little, your car will not perform optimally…when ‘the idiot light’ is on
the dashboard, and you are ‘running on fumes’ the car will not run at its best. And at the other end of
the scale, if you were overloaded with all your excess fuel tanks full to capacity, the vehicle will run
slow and ‘handle like a whale’. The suspension will be overloaded and liable to damage, and the tyres
will be under immense pressure. The whole thing will be an accident waiting to happen.

How your body carries fat is exactly the same.

Exactly the same.

You need some, and the amount is different for males and females, maybe 10% or 20% of your
body, maybe more in Winter, should be fat, this is essential fuel, it gets you through the lean times
and it keeps you warm and keeps you going, and it serves other purposes too, as detailed in the
pages below. But if you drastically overload your body, so that 40%, or 50%, or 60% or even more,
of your total body mass is fat, then your performance is severely restricted and you are liable to
suffer considerably in the event of any kind of major trauma. Just as the overloaded car will be
susceptible to breakdowns and accidents, so your overloaded body will be susceptible to additional
wear and tear, injuries, disease and accidental damage.
Make sense?

Too much or too little – how much fat is enough?
I believe that too much body fat, and too little body fat, can both be detrimental to your health. Let’s
explore where the happy medium lies.
A moderate amount of body fat serves several purposes in humans. In the following pages, we’ll look
at the purposes of body fat.
It’s time to address that first question we asked earlier:
Q: Have you ever wondered why it seems so easy to put on fat? All you have to do is sit around
watching TV all the time, eating pizza and cake and you can get real fat, real easy, right?
So let’s look at why do we have fat?
What benefits does it serve in our bodies?
There are five main reasons we have fat stored in our bodies. These are detailed in the following
pages. As you read through these, I hope you will understand that fat is essential, and without it you
would die, so the goal for a healthy life is not ‘no fat’ it’s just ‘not too much fat’.
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The five main reasons why we have body fat

Warmth and physical
protection

Future energy
storage

Essential CNS
and brain
function

Store essential
hormones,
vitamins and
nutrients

To buffer toxins in our
bodies
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Why do we have body fat?
Reason 1: Warmth and physical protection
Fat is padding, it makes life more comfortable. Ask any desperately ill hospital patient who has a
wasting disease and is ‘all skin and bone’ how uncomfortable it is just to sit or lie in bed all day
without the padding. Believe me, fat makes you comfortable. As for warmth, this is an essential role
fat plays within our bodies.
I personally spent 20 years overweight, and now I am slim and no longer carry that excess fat, I feel
cold most of the time. When I was overweight, I would feel hot in bed at night, even in winter,
throwing the duvet back to cool off. These days, in all but the warmest months of the year, I am
often cold at night and I throw over a second duvet to keep me warm. My body has not yet fully
adjusted to losing its thick insulating layer, since I have ditched 100 pounds of body fat from my
fattest time to my leanest time.
Inuit people in the North can be very healthy and pretty fat all at the same time. Just like the whales
and seals and sea lions in the cold Arctic waters, so the people who live in the far North carry high
levels of body fat to keep them insulated in the cold environment where they live. By the same token,
us European white guys have always been envious of how lean and muscular black guys tend to be.
Black guys of African origin seem to get ripped and show off 6-pack abs so much easier than us white
guys can, and it seems unfair, in a petty way.
Think about it, their skin is black because they originate from, and live in, HOT places. Our skin is
white because we originate from and live in predominantly COOL places. Mother Nature is smart
enough to know how cold it feels outside, and she helps us retain body fat as an insulating layer
appropriate to the climate we are in.
This is also why many of us Europeans (and likely others living in similar climates, or of European
origin) find it easier to lose weight in warm summer weather, but we find ourselves, no matter how
hard we try to ‘diet’, holding a few extra pounds in winter. That’s Mother Nature telling you “You
need the extra padding to keep warm”.
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Why do we have body fat?
Reason 2: Future energy storage
Fat is the bodies’ way of storing energy for future use. See, Mother Nature knows that in the natural
order of things, there are times when food is available in plenty (we tend to call this summer!) and
times when food may be restricted, in short supply (and we tend to call this winter!) So Mother
Nature designed a way for animals to store energy (calories) locked up in dense material to be
released slowly later, as and when needed.
This quite simply explains why obesity is reaching epidemic proportions in the Western World today;
in caveman’s day, we used to burn a lot of calories gathering our food, and we rarely feasted in
excess. Our bodies evolved over many years to store every calorie they could get, as hard times and
starvation were never far away. Yet these days we burn very few calories gathering our food
(shopping! pushing a trolley!) but we can consume endlessly, and the hard times rarely come. It’s all
feast and no famine.
Our bodies are designed to store as much fat as possible, so given an endless supply or cheap food,
people just keep getting fatter. Think about how a polar bear doubles its body weight in preparation
for hibernation, and then halves again while it sleeps for months through the winter. It’s fat that
makes that possible. In the same way as the hibernating polar bear lives off its fat reserves (stored
energy), so during times of famine, your body will preserve some fat which can be used to keep your
brain, heart and lungs working, even while wasting away your skeletal muscle, which is far less
important in desperate times of survival. So during times of severely limited caloric intake, some of
the muscle on your limbs will waste away, sacrificed by your body, used up to provide energy to keep
you alive, while the last of your precious fat reserves are kept for as long as possible.
This is where calorie-restriction ‘diets’ go wrong, because often, when caloric intake is restricted, the
body senses a time of ‘famine’ and holds on to fat and sacrifices lean muscle mass instead. The dieter
loses weight, but it’s mostly muscle and water, and the weight loss is temporary. As soon as the
dieter returns to ‘normal eating’ the weight comes back on.
But so often, the weight comes back on plus extra, because every time, the person’s lean mass is
reduced (because they lost muscle), and this means their percentage body fat is increased. Muscle is
biologically active – I.E. it raises your metabolism, it burns calories while you sleep. Every time you
lose muscle, your base metabolic rate drops, and gaining fat weight back again through poor eating
habits becomes easier.
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Why do we have body fat?
Reason 3: fats are essential for CNS and brain function
Several elements of your Central Nervous System are made from fats – the myelin sheaths around
your nerves are made of fat; the cell membranes of every single cell in your body are made of fat
(they are known as phospholipid bilayers…lipid is the biologists word for fat, so anything with ‘lipid’ in
it has something to do with fat), and there are about 100 trillion cells, and they make up every part of
your body, so that’s really quite important; your brain is half fat!
Seriously, 45% to 50% of your brain is made of fat, so trust me, you really do need some fat in your
body. And all these years you believed the hype that fat was bad for you…oh how the ‘diet industry’
is such a fog of misinformation.
So fat is essential in your body, and you could not live without some fat. Some fats are absolutely
essential. You have probably heard of Omega-3’s and Omega-6’s, right? Well this book is about body
composition, not dietary fat (the fat you eat) so we will not go into detail about the types of dietary
fat here, but suffice to say that your body cannot manufacture its own Omega-3’s inside your body,
you have to consume them in your diet.
If you do not consume enough Omega-3’s during your young years as you are growing and
developing (from foetus onwards) then your brain simply will not develop properly. Some research
links diets poor in Omega-3’s to ADHD, schizophrenia and other brain development conditions. So fat
is essential, vitally important in so many ways!
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Why do we have body fat?
Reason 4: Storage for essential hormones, vitamins and other nutrients
Body fat is a very useful substrate, your body uses it to store all kinds of useful things that you need.
Important hormones are fat soluble, so are several important vitamins and a number of enzymes,
trace elements and other lesser nutrients. Oestrogen, the dominant ‘female hormone’ is a fat soluble
hormone, and the level of body fat on your body, will determine how much oestrogen your body can
store. Oestrogen serves numerous purposes, including vital functions regarding reproduction and
healthy sexual function in women.
When a woman allows her body fat to drop below roughly 11% to 12%, she no longer can hold
enough oestrogen in her body to maintain regular menstrual function. This condition in known as
amenorrhoea and in this state, a woman ceases to menstruate properly. Obviously, the fundamental
purpose that females exist is to reproduce, so quite simply, in Mother Nature’s grand design, women
were never supposed to drop to such low proportions of body fat.
Maybe it’s a dramatic over-simplification to say this, but in theory if all women had a rippling 6-pack,
trained and dieted down below 10% body fat, the human race would be gone in a little over 100
years, wiped out through a complete lack of breeding. No babies = no people. OK, so that statement
is a little dramatic, but you get the picture. Women have to be able to bare children; it is our
biological purpose as a species, so amenorrhoea is clearly a sub-optimal health state to be in.
So too-low body fat in women, leading to too little oestrogen stored in the body, is potential
dangerous, but equally, too much body fat in men, encourages a male body to hold onto more
oestrogen than males typically need. The end result of this is a swing in the hormone balance
between oestrogen (the primary female hormone) and testosterone (the primary male hormone). In
short, some research argues that males become ‘less male, more female’ when they store excess
body fat.
As with the oestrogen, other vital nutrients are fat soluble too, such as Vitamin A, Vitamin D, Vitamin
E and Vitamin K, and other elements vital to our good health. Again, the less body fat you have, the
less of each of these important nutrients your body can store.
Fat in our bodies and fat in our diet helps lubricate our bowels, keeps our skin soft, supple, shiny and
oily, helps hair grow shiny and healthy, helps with good moods, helps our nails grow, helps our libido
and many more things besides.
In short, fat in our bodies is essential in many, many ways. Some people seem to be able to achieve
‘6-pack’ leanness without too much trouble, but in all honesty, those people are rare, considerably
less than 1% of the population are that lean without putting in a lot of effort. For a lot of people, that
6-pack comes at a price – moods, coughs and colds, sometimes reduced sexual function, sometimes
reduced happiness, sometimes slow bowel function and more.
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Why do we have body fat?
Reason 5: To lock away toxins in our bodies
This is the really interesting one, and possibly the one that will get you thinking the most. Every day,
our poor bodies are bombarded with toxins. We breathe polluted air, we drink coffee, cola, alcohol,
milk, soft drinks. We smoke. We eat sugar and artificial sweeteners, junk food, artificial preservatives
and chemicals, additives and E numbers. We are bombarded by invisible electrical waves all around
us, from mobile phones, High Tension electricity lines, TV and radio. We suffer fear and stress, at
work, at home, looking at our bank balance and credit card bills, arguing with the boss, fighting over
office politics with colleagues, screaming at other drivers in traffic jams, we have road rage and
anxiety, all these stresses are so bad for us.
For many of us, all day, every day, pollutants and stress hormones attack our bodies with toxins. Our
remarkable, clever bodies know many ways to safeguard against such attacks, but often times, the
incoming tide of toxicity is more than we can process and the end result is something we call disease.
Everything that goes in to your body, has to either be assimilated or eliminated. You either have to
use it, or lose it.

With the exception of blood and reproductive fluid, everything else that comes out of your body
involuntarily is a form of waste removal – this is the ‘lose it’ part, this is elimination. Urine, faeces,
sweat, nasal mucus (snot), salivary mucous (excess spit), acne, vomit, our outgoing breath (whatever
that may smell like), boils, puss, rashes, blotches, discharges, greasy hair, oily skin, and so on…all are
forms of elimination, and broadly speaking, your body uses all these forms of elimination to rid your
body of the toxic stuff that it cannot use (assimilate).
So after that heavy night out drinking, smoking, eating junk food and dropping shots of Tequila, the
next day when you are throwing up, sweating, full of snot and generally feeling dreadful…know that
all that stuff coming out of you is simply your body eliminating the poison you ingested the night
before. That’s what a hangover is – dehydration, lack of sleep and your body going through a process
of massive detoxifying waste-removal. Simple.
Now over a long time, many years, decades, as we persist with our unhealthy lifestyles and never
getting enough sleep and permanently being stressed out, which sadly is how so many people live
these days, so the toxins accumulate inside our bodies. We are also subject to extreme amounts of
environmental toxins too, in the air, in our water, in our food, we are even born with some toxicity
already inside us, depending on how healthy our mother was.
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Toxins can be water soluble (such as alcohol) or fat soluble. The water soluble toxins are easier to
eliminate, we mostly pee them out, which is why you can be totally sober just 24 hours after drinking
your own bodyweight in beer. But fat soluble toxins, such as many of the chemicals and petrochemicals (petro, yes folks, they make pesticides from OIL, and then spray them on your food, and
then you eat them! Ummm, tasty, crude oil sandwich anyone?) present in our food supply and
cosmetics today, cannot be eliminated so easily, and they tend to stay in our bodies for longer.
In a perfect world, in order to eliminate a nasty load of mostly acidic, fat soluble toxins, for every
week of ingesting junk and chemicals and feeling stressed out, our bodies could really do with a week
of chilling and detoxing, but of course for most people, this does not happen. The reality for many
people is that they spend months on end, years on end, even decades on end ingesting the wrong
things and never detoxing the bad stuff out.
Over the long term, year after year, the toxins continue to accumulate inside, because the body never
gets a chance to detoxify and process that rubbish and get it out. While those toxins are inside, they
need to be stored somewhere. They can’t stay in your blood, that’s too dangerous, the blood travels
around all your vital organs every day – heart, brain, lungs, liver, etc. – so to keep those toxins freely
floating around in your blood would be nuts, exposing your brain and heart to those substances every
day. Besides, most toxins are acidic, and your body has some extremely clever chemical systems built
in to regulate the acidity or alkalinity of your blood at all times.

Maintaining blood pH is one of the fundamental systems of homeostasis in the human body, and if
your blood pH moves either way by even 0.5 you would quickly wind up dead. So the toxins can’t
stay in your blood, and your body can’t store those toxins in your organs (obviously) or your muscles,
because they all have important jobs to do.
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The body needs somewhere to store those toxins for a while, until such a time as they can be
processed and eliminated. Fat cells serve that purpose. Fat cells make the perfect place to lock away
that toxicity to keep it away from the blood and vital organs. What does all this mean? It means two
things.
Firstly, this is another useful reason why you have body fat, it is protecting your blood and your
organs from these harmful toxins. Fat stores provide a ‘buffer’, a safe place to tuck away the nasty
stuff so that it can’t get near your organs or blood until a time when you are ready to cleanse.
Secondly, this helps explain to some dieters why they fail to lose weight.
Those people who think that weight loss is just about caloric restriction fail to understand this use
that fat has. They say they are ‘going on a diet’ and they carry on eating junk food, cola and
doughnuts, caffeine and wine, pizza and bagels, but they just eat less of them, and go hungry half
the time. Then they complain ‘I don’t know why I can’t lose weight, I’ve barely been eating anything’
and they get frustrated, announce that ‘diets don’t work, it’s my genes, I’m just big boned’ and they
give up.
The truth is, they just needed to give their body some proper nutrition and plenty of water and sleep,
and it would have processed the toxins, flushed them out, and then it could have let go of some of
the excess fat, as it was no longer needed to lock down all that toxicity.
Many people who complain of being too fat, are simply too toxic. The body fat is a protection
mechanism, they are holding fat in order to stay healthy. It takes good nutrition, plenty of clean
water and plenty of sleep to cleanse and detox. Many people notice that if they have been living
unhealthily, and then they go on a detox, days 2 to 6 (or thereabouts) of a full detox tend to be
marked by feeling awful, and being ill, as diarrhoea, mucous, phlegm, night sweats, sore throat and
much more all comes pouring out.

Time to flush out all that toxic waste!!
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People wrongly think this is bad. No! Stuff coming OUT of your body is good – you want it out, not
inside! You can literally gauge how healthy you are inside, by taking a good look at what is coming
out of you:
➢
➢

➢

➢

➢

If your urine is clear and almost colourless and odourless, that’s the best sign that you are
well hydrated and helping your body to detox
If your bowels move at least once daily, ideally twice, and if what comes out is soft but not
runny, doesn’t smell too bad, is a mid-brown colour (not pale (too much milk can lead to pale
poop, as can gallstones) nor so dark it’s almost black, nor greenish), and is a moderate size,
then this indicates a good balanced diet and free bowel movement, free from blockages and
obstructions
If your breath stinks then that can mean one or more of several things: undesirable bacteria
in your mouth, or your throat, it could mean your body is working hard to detox through your
breath, it could be from rotten teeth or gums, or through problems in your stomach even
If your skin is clear and soft, not too dry, not too oily, malleable and fresh, that’s a good sign.
Remember your skin is the largest organ in your body, so it acts as an excellent indicator of
overall health. I see people with bad skin all the time and I know immediately that they are
almost certainly eating a poor diet. Bad skin – acne, boils, rashes, dry flaky skin, psoriasis,
athletes foot, uncontrolled heavy sweating, especially in bed at night, fungal infections and
more – all bad skin conditions can indicate that your body is trying to detox using your skin
Mucous is another excellent detox mechanism. Those people who have coughs, colds and the
infamous dreaded ‘man flu’ all the time, they eat a poor diet and their body uses their sinuses
as another toxin-removal mechanism
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What have we learned about body fat?
OK, over the last few pages, we have learned why body fat is so essential; we have learned what
useful things fat does in our bodies.
➢
➢
➢

➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Fat keeps us warm in cold climates
Now we understand why it is easier to lose weight and feel lean in summer than in winter
We understand why overweight people often don’t feel the cold so much, but suffer and
complain in hot weather, and why skinny people often hate the cold but are happy under hot
sun
Gaining fat is so easy – modern life is ‘all feast and no famine’
We understand why calorie restricted diets mimic ‘starvation’, and often weight lost is water
and muscle weight, not fat weight
Fat is an essential component of every cell in our bodies
Our brains are half fat!
Most women do not menstruate properly below 11% body fat*
Too much body fat in men starts ‘turning them slightly female’
Too little body fat on women makes them ‘somewhat less female’
Fat helps us to have good hair, good nails, good skin and good moods
Fat helps store essential nutrients and vitamins
Fat is a place where your body stores toxins to keep them out of your blood and away from
your vital organs
You can ditch the excess fat once you clean up your diet and lifestyle and start releasing
some of the stored toxins

*Some new research is suggesting that the cause of amenorrhoea is not the low level of body fat. Some
research now suggests that the condition is a result of hormonal disturbance caused by extreme amounts of
exercise – such as that amount which is required for a woman to get down below 11% or 12% body fat. All
sounds a bit ‘chicken and egg’ to me, and as yet the exact cause still seems unclear.
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Dietary fat
Moving along from body fat, we come to dietary fat. Dietary fat is the fat in our food, the fat we eat.
Many book loads of information can and have been written about dietary fat.
The purpose of this little book is to discuss body composition, not dietary fat, which is a completely
separate subject. So I am not going to discuss dietary fat to any great length.
You have probably heard that there are:
➢
➢
➢

Good fats – like the type you get in almonds, or avocados, or wild caught fish
Bad fats – such as the saturated fat in poorly treated mass farmed animals
Extremely bad fats – like those nasty trans-fats they put in many margarines

Fats in your diet serve many functions, including providing excess calories to build body fat, to serve
all the purposes discussed in the pages above, but also fats in your diet can help with your happiness
and moods, satiety, bowel lubrication and much more.
But that’s for another book, another day. For now, let’s stick to body composition. In the preceding
pages, we have covered the major functions that body fat serves in your body, and we have learned
why it is not entirely healthy to have too little body fat, just as it is not healthy to have too much
body fat.

Optimum body fat level
As discussed above, a woman stops menstruating below about 11% to 12% body fat. Assuming
nature built in a small amount of ‘margin of error’, it therefore seems fair to assume that healthy
women should not drop much below approximately 14% body fat, as they will then not be
functioning fully according to the laws of nature (primary function of any living organism is to
reproduce, so nature would say that being amenorrhoeic is not correct body function.) Many (not all)
skinny models, female body builders, ballerinas and others who take their body fat levels down ultralow, will attest to the fact that they are often miserable and feel weak and tired when they achieve
that ridiculously ‘shredded’ look. Without enough fat to store happy hormones and disease-combating
vitamins and minerals, people do not feel their best.
Additionally, many study show that amenorrhoea leads to a loss in bone density in women over time,
so being ultra-skinny or ridiculously ‘shredded’ in young life, may come at a serious price in later life.
Remember, Mother Nature designed us to use fat to store energy for future use, and to store
disease-fighting nutrients, and to help keep us warm in cold weather. With ultra-low body fat, many
people complain of being ill often, catching bugs and coughs and colds all the time, some people are
cold all the time, some are grumpy, miserable, tired and weak.
In my opinion, and remember I’m not a doctor or scientist, so give me some latitude here, I think
Mother Nature would consider body fat between 15% and 25% as ideal for most women, and men
should probably be in the 10% to 20% range. Also, purely as an aesthetic point (unless you are in
your child rearing years), breasts are made mostly of fat, so ladies, if you like to have ‘something up
top’ then don’t shoot for ultra-skinny. I know what a female body looks like at 20% body fat, and it
looks slim and healthy, and a male body at about 15% body fat looks lean and strong and healthy
too, so I think these are good approximate benchmarks to aim for.
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Because we need body fat for so many important functions, under Mother Nature’s order, caveman
would probably not have been ‘6-pack-abs’ lean. I suspect caveMAN would have been strong and
muscular, quite athletic looking, and cavewoman would have been fairly voluptuous by modern
standards. I don’t think many early humans would have had a 6-pack. That look is understandably
hard to achieve because as you have read in the pages above, our bodies do actually require a
certain amount of fat in order to be healthy, so to go below about 10% body fat for men, 15% for
women, is really quite hard, because your body knows it is going too low, it is moving away from
optimal health. Given that Mother Nature designed our bodies to store as much fat as they could, to
strip down to ultra-low (competitive bodybuilders go as low as 3% which is dangerously low) goes
against what your body wants to do.
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Historically, curvaceous women have always been considered more attractive. Perhaps at some
primal, genetic, instinctive level we know that a woman with too little body fat would be less capable
of reproducing, so therefore our primal brain, favours a curvier woman, as she would be more likely
to mother more babies. For thousands of years, women were desired as curvy and voluptuous, an
age-old sign of fertility, and in many cultures around the world, that is still the desired norm now.
This ‘rail-thin lean skinny woman’ thing is a very new, very modern, very Western notion.
I think that achieving a healthy body composition, with the right amount of fat and the right amount
of muscle, is about getting back in harmony with nature. In my opinion, it should be about aiming for
a goal of living in harmony with how nature designed your body to function optimally. I think that if
we live right, if we live by the 12 Core Principles defined in MotherNaturesDiet then our bodies will
settle within this optimal range and stay there.
Given that my absolute core goals with MotherNaturesDiet is to achieve optimum good health, with a
primary focus on longevity, disease prevention, having abundant natural energy, anti-ageing and
never being ill, then it seems to me that achieving optimal body composition should be an important
part of MND. The goal of MND is not ‘to get 6-pack-abs’. It’s not to be rail thin. It’s not to be ‘bulked
up’, ‘stacked’, ‘jacked’ ‘shredded’ or ‘ripped’. The goal of MND is to be healthy, and live a long life free
from disease, immobility and pain. Achieving optimal body composition should be one of the primary
aims of MND. We want to have enough fat to store happy hormones, disease fighting anti-oxidants
and other essential nutrients, and to buffer any environmental toxins. So we are not chasing the
elusive 6-pack, as that seems slightly below optimum health and longevity.
But I am not saying “It’s OK to be fat” meaning obese, we don’t want too much fat, that’s not healthy
either. The goal should be to feel great, never get sick, have loads of energy, live a long life and have
a fit strong, flexible, mobile body. That requires enough body fat to keep you healthy, but not so
much it starts slowing you down. Roughly speaking, if you can ‘pinch an inch’ then that should be
healthy, but if you can pinch six, twelve or more, then that is too much. It’s not healthy to be too fat,
but it’s also detrimental to long-term optimal health to be ‘rail thin’.
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Muscle
We have covered fat, so what is the optimal amount of muscle? We have talked about the uses of fat,
and the different types of fat, and the importance of not having too much or too little…but how about
muscle? Let’s ask those same questions – what are the uses of muscle, what are the different types
of muscle, and what is the importance of not having too much or too little?

Let’s start by looking at this question: why do we have muscle?
There are 3 main types of muscle.
➢

➢

➢

➢

Probably the most important, is cardiac muscle. This is, basically, your heart. Without that,
pumping away continuously all day and all night, every day and every night, you’d not last
long
The type of muscle most people know the least about is called smooth muscle – this makes
up many of your organs, most notably your intestines, wind pipe and other important organs
and structures hidden away inside your body. This muscle is essential to almost all your
bodily functions, from pumping your lungs in and out, to moving food through your intestines
(this is called peristaltic action, you have probably heard of this) to helping to draw air down
your windpipe, move food through your stomach and much more
The third type of muscle is skeletal muscle, this is the muscles we see under the skin, and
this is what people think of when they talk about ‘he has big muscles’ or ‘she’s quite muscly
for a woman’ or ‘he’s been working on building up his biceps’
Your diaphragm is the only muscle that confuses people. It is often thought of as smooth
muscle, because we rarely conscious actively think of moving it in order to breathe, but
actually it is skeletal muscle, controlled by the brain at a subconscious level
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The three different types of muscle

Cardiac muscle
Smooth muscle

Skeletal muscle
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Obviously, none of us have conscious control over the amount of cardiac or smooth muscle inside our
bodies, we just hope it’s all there and doing its job. The muscle we do have control over is our
skeletal muscle. Rugby players have huge thighs from pushing heavy weights, mostly each other.
Arm wrestlers have big biceps. Javelin throwers have strong shoulders. Speed skaters have huge
quadriceps (quads, thigh muscles). Cyclists have strong quads and calves. Rock climbers have strong
backs. Weightlifters and bodybuilders train hard to build huge muscles, and some exercises we are all
familiar with. Even if you have never set foot in a gym in your life, you likely know that a barbell curl
builds biceps, the squat builds your legs and a bench press is the classic chest building exercise.
Without getting into too much detail on precisely how people build big muscles, and without going
into detailed workout routines, specific body parts and selected exercises, we should just address one
of the questions we asked back on the first page.
We said: It seems really hard to build muscle. Those bulging biceps and the 6-pack abs, that takes
lots of hard work down the gym, lifting weights and eating the right food.
Q: Have you ever wanted to know why it is so easy to gain fat, but so much harder to build muscle?

Progressive resistance
The correct term for a structured program lifting weights in your gym in order to make your muscles
grow, is ‘progressive resistance training’. Most people – amateur normal folk looking to keep fit and
stay in shape - say they go to the gym ‘weight training’. If building muscles is the goal, they would do
better to remember the correct term – progressive resistance training – rather than simply calling it
‘weight training’.
All body building and strength training is based on progressive resistance. That means, every session,
the resistance (the amount of weight pushed, pulled or lifted) gets progressively heavier. As this
workload increases week after week, so the lifter gets stronger, resulting in muscle growth. This is a
greatly simplified explanation, but this is essentially how it works.
Muscles grow at rest, not while you are lifting. So an athlete goes to the gym fresh and strong, he
lifts to the maximum of his ability, and during this workout, the muscle fibres break down, they are
damaged, and they fill with waste product called lactic acid. By the end of his workout, his muscles
are fatigued and the athlete feels exhausted. He then rests for a day, or two or three, before working
those same muscles again. During this rest, his body removes the lactic acid from his muscles, and
repairs and rebuilds the muscle tissue, mostly while he sleeps.

Physical adaptation
The human body is extremely clever; it remembers that demanding workout and adapts in order to
be prepared for next time something similar happens. If the athlete pushed himself to ‘failure’ during
his workout – I.E. he pushed to the point where his muscles gave out and he could no longer
complete the lift/press/pull/movement – then his muscles will repair strong enough to handle the
same workout again, plus a tiny fraction more, so that next time such a great demand is placed on
his body, it will cope with that last lift, that last repetition that caused failure.
By adapting this way, the body gets progressively stronger from one workout to the next. Muscle
growth is part of that adaptation. Understanding this process explains a number of things.
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Successfully building big muscles relies on 3 essential components:
➢
➢
➢

workouts must be intense, going to failure, and the resistance must progressively increase
from week to week
adequate sleep and rest is essential, to aid removal of the toxins generated in training
you have to eat enough quality food, especially the right amount of protein, to fuel the tissue
repair that leads to growth

Clearly, if you do not push the weights up from week to week, your body will stop adapting (no
increase in the demand on your muscles) and hence muscle growth will stop. Repeating the same
workout every week, without increasing the weights, will maintain your strength and fitness, but to
grow in strength and size, the demands you place on your muscles must increase progressively.
If you train the same muscles too often, don’t rest enough and don’t sleep enough (most muscle
repair occurs during sleep) then your muscles will never repair between workouts, and instead of
getting stronger and bigger, you’ll become weaker and smaller.
If you fail to eat enough quality food between workouts, then your body will not have the nutrients
required to repair and rebuild your muscles, and again, the results will not be stronger and bigger,
but weaker and smaller.

This is an extremely basic explanation, but hopefully for those who know very little about building
muscle, it’s enough for you to understand. The same process works along the same broad guidelines
for different types of sport and exercise. While above I have described how a bodybuilder uses weight
lifting techniques to build strength and size in his muscles, equally, a marathon runner trains his legs
to run great distances using a similar ‘progressive resistance’ training regime.
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Building big muscles and training for a marathon are very different objectives and they use different
muscle fibres in different ways, but the basic principle of progressive resistance is broadly similar. The
marathon runner will ‘get used to’ running 5 miles, then 10 miles, then 15, 20 and finally 26.2 miles.
As he trains over a number of weeks, he increases his ‘workload’ (stamina) and his muscles adapt as
he rests between training runs.

For the purposes of this book, I think that’s enough science and training talk. From here on, let’s stick
to this question of body composition. Rather than looking at ‘how’ do you build big muscles, let’s
instead ask ‘should’ you build big muscles?

Calorie restriction and digestive workload
There has been extensive research suggesting that calorie restriction increases average lifespan. Now
again, I do not want to get into great detail on this, because this little book is supposed to be about
body composition, it’s not a technical critique of different diet plans and weight loss systems. There
are several popular diet plans available that promote ‘calorie restriction with adequate nutrition’. We
mentioned on an early page that simply restricting calories every day is not a sensible way to lose
weight. This mimics starvation and the body hoards fat and sacrifices skeletal muscle.
Calorie restriction with adequate nutrition is different. Several books have been published and a
number of popular diet plans have been released promoting ‘intermittent fasting’, restricting calories
some days but not all days. It’s a system that is supposed to promote longevity as much as aid with
weight loss. Studies have looked at populations which historically have reached the highest average
lifespans, notably the Okinawans have been studied in depth, and these studies have tried to
ascertain factors that have led to these people living – on average – longer than the rest of us.
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Among many factors, such as not eating lots of junk food, the research suggests that one factor
promoting a long life is caloric restriction, particularly through intermittent fasting, because it reduces
the biological workload going on inside our bodies, all-day, every-day, and this reduces the biological
aging process.
Think of it like this. The biggest job your body does, physically, inside, is digesting your food. In other
words, even among active people who have physically demanding jobs or people who regularly
workout, the single biggest use your body has for the calories [of energy/food] that you consume, is
the actual digestive process itself. Some of the calories we consume go to our brains, some go to
power our organs, some are used to grow new skin, hair, nails, teeth, some are used to power your
fingers and toes, some power your arms and legs, all these calories (particles of energy) go off and
do jobs all around your body.
But the single biggest job of all is itself the process of getting food from your mouth, to…well, out the
other end…via everything that has to happen in between in order for your body to correctly process
that food and extract from it the energy, vitamins, minerals and other nutrients it requires along the
way. This cradle-to-grave process, through your digestive system, uses more of the calories the
average person consumes each day than any other system in your body.

The biological aging process
Aging is a biological process. In many ways, you can look at aging as the act of your body wearing
out. This is a strange concept to grasp. Now there are no defined numbers for the number of beats
your heart will beat for, the number of breaths your lungs can take, the number of steps your legs
can walk, the number of meals your stomach can handle, the number of calories your intestines can
digest, the number of hairs you can grow, the number of times you can jump, blink, sniff, shout or
wave your arms, or the number of litres of urine your kidneys can process…every human is different
and I don’t think anyone has ever tried to research or calculate if such set numbers exist.
Every one of these numbers can be affected by thousands of other factors: some physical, some
nutritional, some mental, some emotional, some spiritual, some environmental, and so on.
But let’s just imagine for a moment, just for illustrative purposes, that a human lifespan is governed
by a set of numbers. Maybe your heart can beat 3 billion times. Maybe your lungs can breathe 1
billion times. Maybe your legs can walk 10 million steps. Maybe your digestive system can digest
100,000 meals. Etc.
The signs of aging, such as wrinkly skin, aching joints, reduced mobility, hair loss, stiffness, and so
on, are signs of high usage as parts of your body are starting to ‘wear out’.
I’m trying to make this really simple, not scientific, bear with me. Over tens of thousands of years of
human evolution, our ancestors would have regularly lived through times of feast and times of
famine. Unlike our ancient ancestors, modern humans live by the clock, and tend to eat 3 meals per
day whether they are truly hungry or not. As discussed earlier, with calories so abundant these days
and easy to ‘hunt or gather’ without expending much energy, many humans are prone to over eating
on a regular basis.
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In short, these days, our poor digestive system never gets any ‘time off’, there is never the time of
famine. As the most energy-using system in our bodies, this basically means that we are gently
accelerating the entire biological aging process inside our bodies because we are constantly eating
every few waking hours of our lives, constantly stoking the fires of metabolic and biological activity
inside our bodies. This keeps our whole body ‘running a little faster’ inside, as all the other body
systems are activated to support the biological activity of digestion. If there are ‘usage limits’ to our
body parts, just like there are usage limits to parts of our cars, if we push our bodies harder and
faster all the time, those parts will wear out sooner, just as the parts on our cars do.
If your body can handle processing 100 million calories in a lifetime, before the parts all wear out and
give up, then clearly, to some degree, your lifespan will vary depending on whether you eat those
100 million calories over a period of 70 years or 100 years.
Calorie restriction with adequate nutrition, or intermittent fasting, is an intelligent way to massively
reduce our food intake for 1 or 2 days each week, giving our digestive system a rest, and the
research suggests that over many years, living this way increases average lifespan.
I have done my best to keep this as short and simple as possible. Now let’s bring it back to our
subject of body composition, in particular ‘how much muscle should a healthy person have?’
Building a lot of skeletal muscle requires increased calorie consumption, and more frequent eating.
When you feel that feeling we know as hunger, your body is in a state that bodybuilders call
catabolic. In short, there are not enough calories around to fuel muscle growth, and if muscles are
not growing, they must be shrinking. Therefore, bodybuilders do all they can to try to never feel
hungry. They don’t want to be catabolic; they want to be anabolic – growing.
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Your body can only process a certain amount of calories at any one time. Interestingly, and a point
worth learning for most people, that amount is less than it takes to fill your stomach to the point
where you rub your hands on your tummy and declare “I’m full!” Eating until you feel ‘full’ is more
than you need in one go…and then your body has to do the internal ‘work’ of handling those excess
calories…some it will store as fat (“yippee, a feast, let’s store some for later times of famine”, says
your ancient primal body…remember?) and some it just can’t handle, so it has to push it all through
the whole system and out the other end. This is all additional digestive work.
Bodybuilders are usually very clued up on nutrition, and they know just how much to eat in each
meal, so they tend to eat moderate sized meals. They also know that those small meals won’t last
long, so they eat 6 or 7 times each day. Building lots of muscle means eating every 3 hours, even
waking in the night for a snack, to keep the body supplied with the protein it needs to repair and
build those muscles.

Bigger muscles, shorter life
Now do you see how this all comes together?
Clearly, the diet regime required to build big muscles is the polar opposite of the longevity goals of
calorie restriction with adequate nutrition, or intermittent fasting. In short, bodybuilders and other
strength athletes who work hard to build big muscles, are very possibly accelerating the aging
process through increasing their digestive workload, day after day, year after year. Faster aging,
means a shorter life.
Calorie restriction with adequate nutrition (I keep specifying that, with adequate nutrition, because
that’s important, it’s not just about starving yourself, or ‘still eating crap but eating less of it’, it’s
about proper nutrition) shows many other health benefits too, such as weight loss, reduced blood
pressure, reduced tendency toward diabetes and more. So eating a normal, balanced, healthy diet for
5 or 6 days each week, then reducing your calories right down for 1 or 2 days each week, has been
shown (but not yet proven in human clinical trials) to have many health benefits and aid longevity.
Please note: more is not better! Restricting your calories all the time, every day, is a route to
starvation, ill health, eating disorders and more. Calorie restriction in the form of intermittent fasting,
is just that, intermittent. The focus should be on quality nutrition, real food and matching caloric
intake to energy expenditure – don’t starve yourself all day and try to exercise hard for 3 hours, that’s
just not going to work and you will end up depleted, weak and ill.
Longevity is one of the fundamental core objectives of MotherNaturesDiet and any good, intelligent
healthy lifestyle. Personally, I like to train most days, and I don’t have many calorie restricted days,
but I really like the careful balance of taking just 1 day per week, or even just 1 day per fortnight,
and making it a ‘light’ day, with reduced eating, just some vegetables or a salad, and perhaps juicing
for one or two meals that day, and plenty of water.
In my personal opinion, I think that many of these bodybuilders and strength athletes who guzzle
down 5000 to 7000 calories per day for 20 years are likely trading a decade off the end of their lives
in return for having huge muscles now. Bodybuilding and ‘gym culture’ is fun and addictive, and there
is a multi-billion dollar industry out there selling protein powders, supplements, clothing, magazines
and equipment. It’s a very seductive world, subtly selling ‘superiority’ and praying on those concerned
about self-image.
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I want to be clear; I am not ‘down’ on bodybuilders, strength athletes or any men or women with
huge muscles. I respect these folks and their choice of sport, and I have said before, I’ll wager that
most competitive-level bodybuilders probably know more about nutrition than most qualified doctors.
But it does seem to me, that having a vast skeletal muscle mass is probably contrary to Mother
Nature’s grand design. I don’t think that many of us particularly want to be ‘the skinny little weakling’
character, but conversely, too much skeletal muscle is actually unnatural, in my opinion.
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So how much muscle is just right?
Remember, as we have stated several times before, humans have evolved to survive times of feast
and famine. Our bodies were primarily designed to survive and reproduce, we are genetically
predisposed to eat/desire/crave as many calories as we can get, in order to survive the hard times.
As discussed in the ‘fat section’ earlier in this book, we lust for high-fat and high-sugar foods,
because these tasty treats signal ‘high caloric load’ to our bodies. They taste good and we want more
and more, because our bodies are designed to take in the ‘feast’ when it is available, store it as fat
(stored energy, to power that all important cardiac and smooth muscle and to fuel our bodies biggest
and most-important calorie-demanding organ, the brain) for our survival during times of ‘famine’. As
you now know, one of the reasons modern humans are struggling with an obesity epidemic, is
because the times of ‘famine’ never come, the supermarket is always open, and the sweet tasting
foods just keep coming.

Active mass versus ‘excess baggage’
Skeletal muscle is biologically active material. Fat is inert.
In other words, if you pack on an additional 50 pounds or 100 pounds of fat, it will barely raise your
BMR (base metabolic rate – the underlying number of calories you burn through in a day just staying
alive) at all. It takes almost no extra calories to sustain that fat. While you lie in bed asleep, or sit on
the sofa watching TV, that fat is not burning up calories, it’s just lying there doing nothing, it is simply
‘excess baggage’. However, if you pack on an additional 50 pounds or 100 pounds of muscle, that
muscle tissue is biologically active, it burns calories all day and all night, just to keep itself ‘alive’ and
sustain its own size.
Bodybuilders in their ‘bulking up’ phase will sleep with protein shakes by their bed side, to gulp down
a few grams of protein whenever they wake in the night. They will never allow themselves to feel
hungry, for fear this will diminish the muscle growth they are working hard to stimulate. Without a
doubt, having more muscle mass is a good thing, for most people, as it helps boost your BMR…so you
burn more calories while you sleep, rest, sit down and watch TV.
However, in Mother Nature’s original, wonderful, intricate and beautiful grand design, having an
extreme excess of skeletal muscle, such as a bodybuilder or weight lifter might have, would actually
have been undesirable to longevity and survival. The constant increased need for calories would have
given the individual a genetic DISadvantage to long term survival. Over tens of thousands of years,
natural selection would have favoured people with a moderate amount of muscle; muscle designed
more for functional strength than looking huge.
Nature would favour a person who can run, fight, climb, swim and so on, but not someone huge, as
this confers no genetic advantage, and the demand for additional calories would have made survival
harder, and life less sustainable. Living in a small tribe, no one person could have demanded a bigger
share of the available food, survival meant working together, as a team.
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Additional wear on your body
Many aspects of good health are all about balance. Like all good healthy lifestyle programs,
MotherNaturesDiet promotes regular varied exercise, some aerobic and some anaerobic, combined
with a clean healthy diet. However, it is important to understand that just because ‘some exercise’ is
good, that does not mean that an excess of exercise is ‘better’. Often, it’s not.
Remember a few pages back, I suggested the theory that maybe some of our body parts or systems
have a limited number of times they can be used in a lifetime before they simply wear out? I must
repeat, no such number exists, because there are so many factors affecting how body parts wear
over the years. Each person is built differently, uses their body differently, lives in a different
environment, and is subjected to different stresses and strains, so no two people are the same.
However, there is a certain amount of logic that follows that just as there are health dangers
attached to not exercising enough, there may be some health dangers attached to exercising too
much. Research has shown that the average life expectancy of elite athletes is just 67 years of age!
This figure comes from two or three studies over the last decade that have all reached similar
conclusions that many elite level athletes die at a surprisingly young age.
Elite level means Olympic standard, serious top-level athletes, but as the cream of the crop, they
make an interesting sub-set to study. It seems that elite athletes are defined as athletes that train for
an average of 23 hours per week or more. Now that’s a lot of training. To put that in context, regular
athletes train for about 12 hours per week, and normal folks like me, well I train for between 5 and
10 hours per week, usually about 5 or 6 average. If I can train for an hour, 5 or 6 days each week, I
am happy with that. So 23 hours per week is a lot of training.
Other findings in these studies reported that elite athletes train at high intensity all the time, and that
fact in itself may be highly significant, and on average they also get more sleep than the rest of us.
They are, in most sports, finished and retired from competition by no later than their early 30’s. Well
over half, when questioned anonymously, admit to steroid use at some point in their athletic career.
Many studies of elite level athletes have concluded that intense anaerobic training – hard muscular
training with weights – leads to shorter average life expectancy. Many studies show that elite athletes
engaged in primarily aerobic training (such as distance running) have increased life expectancy.
Now it is fairly easy to quickly read a lot into such findings. We could conclude that all that heaving
heavy weights (wrestlers, boxers, weight lifters, bodybuilders, power lifters and similar) puts immense
strain on the heart and some other internal parts. By contrast, aerobic exercise nurtures a healthy
strong heart, and good circulation and great lung function. Therefore, we might conclude that heavy
lifting leads to high incidents of heart attacks among relative young former athletes, where lots of
running and swimming makes for a strong healthy heart, and resistance to heart disease, the number
one global cause of death, in later life.
There actually is a certain amount of truth in that basic conclusion, and it has been proven numerous
times in research studies. However, at the elite level, athletes in endurance aerobic sport seem to
suffer similar reduced life expectancy, and new research findings suggest that in fact, athletes have
to push themselves so hard these days to compete at the elite level, that they are stressing their
hearts (and other body parts) too hard in training, leading to damage to parts of the heart, and also
reduced bone density and other problems.
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Some research has shown that endurance athletes eat far more glucose (sugar) then normal people,
because they tend to eat a lot of carbohydrates to fuel their long training sessions. A considerable
amount of research has proven again and again that high consumption of glucose over many years
leads to reduced lifespan. This point is fundamental in the success behind intermittent fasting –
reduced lifetime consumption of glucose seems to be a key factor in promoting longevity.
Additionally, whether athletes are spending 30 years lifting heavy barbells in the gym, or 30 years
pounding the pavements running marathons, endless studies have proven that too much of any given
training damages the specific body parts involved.
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There are enough weight lifters with knee replacements, shoulder injuries and heart bypass surgery
to prove some element of truth to all these arguments. And the standard ‘distance runners list of
injuries’ could fill a short book all on its own! For many, trashed knees are a part of running life.
It seems that the crucial factor here is, that too much of anything – too much training, too much of
the same thing, too much constant high-intensity and too much repetition – is not in the interests of
longevity and optimal good health. Really, this is common sense.

Lifting weights is good; building some muscle is good; having a strong, capable body is good.
Functional strength is useful! But straining your heart, joints, ligaments and tendons through decades
of high-intensity heavy training sessions week after week, year after year, until you are laden with an
additional 60 or 70 or 80 pounds of muscle more than normal people carry, is too much. The physical
strain on your body and the increased digestive workload are both serious life-shortening factors.
Running, swimming, cycling or rowing is good exercise, and indeed training in such a way for an
hour, or two or three or four hours, each week is very good for you and will help keep your heart and
lungs working well. However, intense training for marathons and ultra-marathons, triathlons and
Ironman, running and swimming and cycling for 25 or 30 hours per week and logging hundreds of
miles in training every month, for years on end, becomes counter-productive, often leading to heart
damage, bone density issues, spinal damage and osteoarthritic knees or hips.
In short: balance and moderation are the name of the game. The healthiest long term way to train is
a balance of weights and cardio, and a balance between low-intensity and high-intensity. Best of both
worlds.

I know you hard-core types will hate to read this
Now I know that any strength athletes reading this will hate it, they will probably have stopped
reading this in disgust by now. I know. In fact, researchers in one study asked a few hundred former
athletes, people who had won Olympic medals in earlier life, if they had known that their pursuit of
elite athletic status was going to lead to a life expectancy of just 67, would they have still done it.
The overwhelming majority said yes.
You see, to ‘be the best’ you have to be wired that way mentally, you have to want to win more than
anything else. Many former elite athletes and Olympians fall into depression when they retire,
because they lived for the buzz, the accolade, the thrill of the recognition, and in retirement from
their chosen sport, they lose that, and it leaves a big whole in their lives. These people are driven by
the dream, the buzz, and for them, a shorter life is a price worth paying.
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I know that any huge bodybuilders or weight lifters reading this will have stopped reading by now
and thrown this away and said “load of rubbish”. I know. To excel at a sport such as bodybuilding or
weight lifting, it has to become a lifestyle in itself, an all-consuming passion. The people who reach
the top in such disciplines would rather excel in what they do, and die at 75, than be “scrawny or fat
like normal people” and live til they are 95. I know that’s the mind-set of those athletes. That’s OK.
And that’s OK because this little book is not written for the 2% or 3% of the population who pursue
that lifestyle, it’s not written for those bodybuilders and weight lifters and Ironman triathletes who
place their dedication to their sport above other areas of their lives. I know those people are out
there, and I know they will disagree with things written in this book, and that’s OK by me.
I wrote this little book for everyone else, for all the regular folks who don’t want to look like Arnold
Schwarzenegger, or run ultra-marathons, or bench press the weight of a small family car. Elite
athletes achieve incredible physical conditioning at their peak, and in some sports, particularly
endurance sports, that peak can last years, decades. But many aspects of the elite lifestyle are not
conducive to optimal good health long term, and are not conducive to reaching a great age all still in
good working order.
Strength sports and high-impact training are notoriously linked to steroid use. This book is not the
place to investigate steroid use in depth, but so many big names admit that they have used them,
and most of them also say that ‘everyone’ uses them. Arnold Schwarzenegger, Sly Stallone, Hulk
Hogan (the wrestler), Lou Ferrigno (the original Incredible Hulk) and many, many more have all
admitted to steroid use. Most of them took them under the supervision of sports specialist doctors,
but none the less, they took steroids.
Many strength training athletes take steroids, testosterone shots, growth hormone boosters, and
almost all will consume vast amounts of sports supplements, protein powders and synthetic vitamins,
pills, amino acids and minerals. Few of these products are particularly healthy, none of them are
natural, and most are loaded with sugar and artificial additives. MotherNaturesDiet is all about eating
a clean, natural diet, and MND does not promote taking any supplements or additives at all.
So extreme strength sports might build some pretty amazing looking physiques, but training and
eating that way is not, in my opinion, the healthiest way to live. These people, in their prime, may
look the epitome of 21st century bodily perfection, but in fact those bulging muscles and that rippling
6-pack is not actually as optimally healthy as it looks. I am not knocking these folks, the bodybuilders,
personal trainers, CrossFit champions, endurance triathletes and so on – they are all fit and healthy,
very fit and very healthy, and many of them are in absolutely great shape.
I am just saying that in terms of longevity, long-term optimal good health, disease resistance from
day-to-day and long-term degenerative disease prevention, many of these athletes who train hard, at
high-intensity year after year, who have considerable muscle mass and are extremely lean, may be
putting their competitive aspirations, their ego and their looks ahead of long-term optimal best
health. Multiple studies of societies with high longevity were collated and the results analysed (Dr Joel
Fuhrman looked at the Okinawans and US Seventh Day Adventists) and the results showed that the
greatest longevity was enjoyed by societies who consumed far fewer average daily calories than the
norm, below 1500 calories per day for women and below 2000 calories per day for men.
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What have we learned about muscle mass?
OK, over the last few pages, we have learned about how we build muscle, why it is important to have
some muscle, and why a lot of extra muscle might not be conducive to a particularly long life. Let’s
just summarize a few key points we have learned.
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There are 3 types of muscle – cardiac muscle, smooth muscle and skeletal muscle
Building muscle is not easy, it takes heavy weight training, good nutrition and plenty of rest
and sleep
Building size and strength requires using progressive resistance training – if you go to the
gym every week and lift the same weights for the same number of repetitions, your muscles
will get used to that weight and they won’t grow. You have to keep raising the weight to
make your muscles grow
It is beneficial for everyone to have some muscle – muscle helps raise your Base Metabolic
rate (BMR) and it helps maintain hormone balance (especially testosterone in men)
Everyone should be physically active. An entirely sedentary lifestyle is not healthy for anyone.
Activity requires muscle, and a well-rounded healthy person should enjoy a broad range of
physical activities, sports and exercise. These activities will help you build muscle, and
muscular strength will help you to be proficient in these activities, so it’s a virtuous circle
Physical strength and flexibility help us to cope with day-to-day life without picking up injuries
too easily. It’s good to strong and capable, it just makes life easier
If you have plenty of muscle on your frame, you can get away with eating a little more of
what you fancy without gaining fat weight – muscle is biologically active tissue
Maintaining too much muscle mass, looking like a bodybuilder or weight lifter, requires a
lifetime of increased eating, which accelerates the aging process and could be a factor in
reduced longevity
Ladies, lifting a few weights won’t suddenly turn you into some hulking great monster
overnight, it takes serious effort to grow big muscles. A few weights will just help your shape
and tone and help to raise your BMR (burning fat while you sleep)
Training excessively, like an elite athlete, in excess of 20 hours per week, at high intensity,
may help you to build a “gorgeous hard fit body” that looks very healthy, but in fact studies
suggest that elite athletes suffer from surprisingly poor longevity. Too much of a good thing,
it seems, may not be a good thing
Steroids are not good for your health, but ‘most’ top athletes use them at some point in their
careers
Weight gain powders, muscle building supplements and other synthetic sports nutrition
products are often full of sugar, artificial sweeteners and additives
High glucose consumption over a sustained period of time, seems to reduce longevity.
Endurance athletes beware!
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Optimal muscle mass for long-term good health
It is worth stating again, that the goal of MotherNaturesDiet is to inspire and help as many people as
possible to find the best natural way to achieve supreme good health and abundant energy.
I put emphasis on ‘natural’ because this is a fundamentally important cornerstone of what MND is all
about. I don’t want to go beyond the scope of this little book, but I personally believe that many of
the health problems we suffer in the world today are rooted in the separation of ‘the human world’
and ‘the natural world’. I believe that our distance from Mother Nature is costing us dearly in physical,
mental and emotional health.
Many factors of modern living are detrimental to optimum good health, particularly the massive
influence of chemicals in our modern lives. I believe there are far too many chemicals in our food;
chemicals in the air we breathe; the water we drink; we put chemicals on our skin in cosmetics and
personal hygiene products; there are chemicals in our clothes and homes and workplaces. Our lives
are full of chemicals and I believe these have a massive negative impact on our long-term health.
One of the fundamental aims of MND is to eliminate as many of these chemicals as possible from
day-to-day use, to aid our living more naturally.
MND is a long-term lifestyle, not some fad diet. This is worth repeating. MND is about living clean,
living natural, and living in the best of health for a long life. As clearly stated on
www.MotherNaturesDiet.me my definition of supreme good health and abundant energy is this:
➢
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Free from pain, disease, immobility and any obvious illness
Abundant vibrant energy
Resisting the signs of premature aging – maintain youthful looks and energy levels
A good level of basic fitness, strength and flexibility
As a minimum, a balance of moderate physical ability across a range of functions
Attractiveness – clear skin, not too fat, not too thin, bright healthy looks, a fit sexy body
Natural virile healthy sexual function and high libido
Longevity – I want to live a long, healthy life, free from disease and disability
Age well – maintaining excellent levels of physical and mental ability well into my old age
Happiness

Considering everything we have covered over the last 35 pages of this little book, I believe that
optimal body composition is a middle ground: not too much fat, but not too little. Not too much
muscle, but not too little. I believe that the best way to be for long-term health is to be ‘fairly lean
and muscular’, but not too lean, and not too muscular.
Being as lean as it takes to have rippling 6-pack abs would not have been optimal for most of the
200,000 years that anatomically modern humans have existed. Ideally, caveman would have wanted
to carry a little more insulation, and a little more ‘stored fuel’, as the next famine was never far away,
and winter was always just around the corner. In the 21st Century, the famine issue is no longer
relevant, and we live in heated, insulated homes, so the winter protection is not relevant any more
either.
However, we still need fat to ensure our Central Nervous System functions well, and we still need fat
to store hormones and disease-fighting anti-oxidants and other essential nutrients. And even more
important in today’s world, we need some fat to store the toxicity of modern life – caveman was not
exposed to our stress levels, the chemicals prevalent in the world today and the toxins in our food
and cosmetics. ‘Rail thin’ is not optimal.
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Being ‘stacked’ like a huge bodybuilder would not have been optimal for the last 200,000 years either.
And if longevity, resisting the signs of aging, and avoiding degenerative disease are among your
primary goals, then in my opinion being huge and overly muscular is also not optimal now, today.

Being obese and carrying 50 pounds or 100 pounds or 200 pounds of excess fat would certainly have
been a long way from optimal back then, in fact it was likely almost impossible to become seriously
obese back when humans had to hunt and gather their own food. Back in caveman’s day, it would
have required burning lots of calories to consume lots of calories, as it does for almost every other
species on the planet. Being obese was never optimal good health, and it is certainly unhealthy and
sub-optimal now.
Being scrawny with virtually no muscle mass at all would equally have been sub-optimal to our
ancient ancestors. Caveman had to be fit and strong, he had to hunt, gather, build shelters and fires,
traps and weapons, and he had to be able to defend his kin. He would have been an all-round
athlete. His equivalent today might be a decathlete, or an MMA cage fighter, or a track-and-field allrounder.

Bringing it all together
So I believe that today, the balanced, healthy person, should have enough muscle mass to maintain
useful functional strength across a range of physical abilities. There are extensive benefits to staying
physically active, engaged in both aerobic activities and anaerobic activities.
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Cardio
Aerobic exercise builds your cardiovascular fitness, and that helps you to enjoy good circulation,
healthy efficient lungs, good heart function, lymph movement, CNS stimulation and more. Most
aerobic exercise involves getting outside for fresh air and sunlight, which brings more added benefits,
such as vitamin D production, connection with nature and so on.
Regular aerobic exercise is good for everyone. We were not designed to sit at a desk all day and sit
on a sofa all evening and sit in a car in between the two. A sedentary life sitting down is bad for your
back, your cardiovascular fitness and almost every other part of your body. We were designed to
move all day, to stay active, and to be healthy we must remain as active as possible for many
decades.
Clearly there are some disadvantages to excessive cardiovascular exercise – not least the injuries,
joint wear and increased glucose digestion. Excessive cardio, such as the training required for running
lots of marathons and ultra-marathons, also produces a lot of internal low-level stress inside your
body. All that pavement-pounding produces a lot of lactic acid and stimulates other stress-hormone
responses that are fine once-in-a-while, but are not optimal if they form a part of daily life.

Weights
Anaerobic exercises help stimulate and build muscle. There are many advantages to being strong.
Some muscle mass helps keep your base metabolic rate up, a definite aid in resisting aging, and a big
help enabling you to enjoy a few of those naughty foods you like, without getting fat in the process.
It has long been ‘accepted wisdom’ that for men, building and maintaining muscle after age 40
becomes increasingly difficult because natural testosterone production declines as we age.
However, recent research suggests that in fact, this ‘chicken-and-egg’ story may not be so simple.
New studies suggest that in fact, as men age, their testosterone levels decline because they allow
their muscle mass to diminish. So the new science is saying that rather than ‘men lose muscle as they
age because testosterone production declines’, the reality is, ‘as men age, they get busy with their
families and careers, they workout less, play less sport, sit at a desk more, and so their muscle mass
declines, and that takes testosterone production down with it’.
Testosterone has many uses in men, not just helping to build muscle mass. Testosterone also aids in
building bone density and avoiding osteoporosis, it is essential for healthy hair growth (avoiding
baldness gents – that old “baldness is due to high testosterone” thing is a myth) and of course
testosterone is essential for healthy sexual function. Many of the health challenges men suffer as they
age – that beer belly, those ‘man boobs’, erectile dysfunction, lack of libido, hair loss, decreased
strength and energy – can all have links to testosterone production.
Men who regularly lift weights or workout using body weight exercises, or play hard contact sports,
will maintain muscle mass as they age and this will radically help to reduce the effects of aging that
are related to the loss of muscle mass and declining levels of testosterone production.
In women, too, strength work has many benefits. Many women fear that working out with weights
will make them ‘big and bulky’ but in reality, this is unlikely to happen. In reality, additional muscle
mass helps maintain BMR, helps sculpt a shapely, toned figure with good posture, helps reduce
injuries and helps maintain your core strength especially. Good core and pelvic floor strength is
extremely advantageous, especially for the majority of women who have put their bodies through the
stress of childbirth. A strong core and pelvic floor aids lower back and pelvic stability, decreases
incontinence in later life, and benefits healthy sexual function.
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Your 6-pack-abs diet secrets…
I have nothing against the mass of ‘6 pack solutions’ out there in the market, I have nothing against
body builders (as I said before, I’ll bet most of them know far more about nutrition and fat burning
that the average doctor) and I have nothing against any strength athlete. But, just remember that
most diet solutions, most diet systems, and most of those online sites and systems offering you ‘6pack abs’, ‘hulk size’, ‘best mode’, ‘jacked and stacked’, ‘ripped to shreds’ and all the other sexysounding macho stuff you see out there, they are all doing what they do for one reason – to sell you
stuff. The diet industry, the muscle building business, the 6-pack-abs business – they are all just that,
businesses. They are all trying to make money; they are all selling you something.
They want you to believe that having big muscles and lower body fat will help you get girls, get laid,
get noticed. They want you to believe that being slimmer or having bigger boobs or a flatter stomach
will get you more guys. They want to sell you pills, powders, supplements and ‘secrets’ – there are a
million sites online that promise you ‘the secrets to fat loss and extreme rapid muscle growth’ and all
you have to do is sign up, give them your email address and away you go. In truth, you give them
your email address, and it leads you to a sales page where you watch a 20-minute video that tries to
sell you on the $197 12-week weight-loss, mass-building course…they are all the same.

There are no secrets
MND is about supreme good health. It’s not about big muscles, massive size, 6-pack-abs, rapid
weight loss or super-leanness. Following the 12 Core Principles will help you achieve weight loss, and
it will help you to sculpt a lean, muscular, fit, strong, athletic body, but these are by-products of living
the right way, they are not the goal in itself. MND is about longevity, and there are no secrets, it’s all
on the site at www.MotherNaturesDiet.com for free…how to lose weight and stay healthy and live
longer, free from disease, strained shoulder joints, crushed knees and torn biceps. How to live
without an over-worked pancreas of liver, how to minimise degenerative diseases, how to slow the
signs of aging, it’s all there in the 12 Core Principles, no secrets, nothing you have to sign-up for,
nothing to pay for, it’s all free, it’s mostly just common sense.
For those folks who want to be ‘built like a tank’ then good luck to you, and for those looking for a 6pack abs solution, then you could try eating the MND way, combined with a heavy weight training
routine, and you’ll get pretty lean, but in truth, I don’t think you should put your body through any
more stress than is necessary to stay fit and healthy. The additional stresses and strains you have to
put your body through to build big muscles and then strip away the body fat, is a price you have to
pay for an ego trip, not a search for optimal health and longevity.
Following the 12 Core Principles of MND as a healthy lifestyle plan, is for people who want to be
balanced, healthy, vibrant, have abundant energy and never get sick. MND is all about longevity and
optimal good health, for those who need consistent strength and energy to thrive in their careers,
relationships and every other aspect of their lives. MND is as much about disease avoidance, stress
reduction and slowing the aging process as it is about building muscle and being ‘ripped’.
There are really no secrets to enjoying supreme good health. Eat clean, eliminate all the rubbish
from your life, reduce stress, don’t smoke, don’t drink (yeah, I know, that bothers you doesn’t it?),
OK, then don’t drink to excess, eliminate refined sugar, spend more time in Nature, exercise, aerobic
and anaerobic, lift some heavy things (yourself is a good place to start) and go walk, run, swim and
bike. No secrets. Simple stuff. Every day of your life.
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So in my opinion, optimal good health is a balance, it requires that you are fit and strong, active and
flexible, slim but not rail thin. I’m not saying “It’s OK to be fat!”
But what I am saying is, that in the quest for a good body, we should let go of vanity, pack away the
ego, and look to achieve that which promotes long-term optimal good health. Perhaps being able to
‘pinch an inch’ (just the one, mind you, not six) is actually healthier, in the long term, than the
rippling washboard abs that so many of us aspire to. The stick-thin catwalk model look is not
optimally healthy. Do not be swayed by what we see in the media.
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Media reports and advertising images would have us all believe that women should be impossibly tall
and thin, have tiny wastes, round bums and large firm breasts. We men are also made to believe we
should all have washboard abs, square pecs, bulging biceps and ‘rugby-player thighs’.
The pressure to conform to these kind of stereotypes is unhealthy, physically and emotionally,
because such shapes are almost impossible for most people to achieve, and it can be psychologically
damaging trying to be ‘perfect’. Modern society starts mentally bullying us from childhood. Just look
at some children’s toys, such as Barbie dolls and Action Man (GI Joe in the US). Compare the naked
figures from 30 or 40 years ago, to today. Action Man is bigger, more muscular, leaner, has square
pecs and a 6-pack. Barbie or Cindy is taller, thinner, has a ridiculously tiny waste and bigger boobs.
It’s psychological bullying and it’s definitely a factor in the rise of eating disorders.
I know a few people will reads this and argue that they are muscular, 6-pack-lean and also super
healthy. Sure, I know, there will be a few exceptions.
The advice in this little book is for the 99% of the population who are not like that, so you 1% elite
models, personal trainers, athletes and dieticians who have washboard abs and are very healthy…I
know you exist, I know you are out there, but most normal people, juggling careers and kids and
home life, are not like you. They are never going to find 4 hours per day to work out, they do not
have the time, energy, inclination, knowledge or expertise that you have. You are the exception, not
the norm.

Balance is the key – a combination of aerobic and anaerobic exercise. Exercise for fun, for
pleasure, for the ‘feel good factor’, to relieve stress. Just don’t let ego or vanity shorten your life.
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You have to train hard some times. Reaching a new personal best in a step forward, a mark of
progress. Progress makes you fitter, and stronger, and helps resist the natural decline that comes
with aging. That might be a personal best (PB) 100m sprint, or a PB on a 10k run, or a PB marathon.
It might be a PB bench press, or a PB squat. It is good to push yourself some times, but I suggest
not pushing yourself all the time.
Numerous studies over many years have shown that in general, regular aerobic exercise provides a
30% to 35% reduction in death from all major common causes. Regular aerobic exercise has been
shown to add between 4 and 7 years to the average person’s lifespan. Remember, exercise is only
one element of longevity and good health.
Remember those studies that showed the average life expectancy of an elite athlete to be just 67.
Well, we could use another car-related analogy to understand that.
It’s akin to using your body like a high-octane, top-fuel drag racer. Sure it looks good and people go
“ooh, wow” when they see you. Sure it performs amazingly, lifting heavy or running fast. But it
requires a lot of expensive specialist fuel, regular engine rebuilds, loads of new parts and an
exhaustive maintenance schedule to keep it running on top form.
And it doesn’t last as long as a normal car; it’s practically useless for everyday jobs like shopping, the
school run or commuting; the fuel tanks are small and need refilling all the time; the kids are not very
comfortable in the back and the neighbours hate it because it’s so noisy, they think you’re a jerk for
revving it up on the driveway early on a quiet Sunday morning.
Your body can look and perform like a top-fuel dragster, and I understand why you want to do that,
especially when you are young and feel strong and are not yet concerned about aging or
degenerative disease. Top-fuel drag racers, just like Formula 1 racing cars, perform amazingly, but
they need a partial engine rebuild after almost every race. The strain on their engine parts (think
about your heart) from performing at that top level, does a fair deal of damage. More often than not,
such performance cars require a considerable amount of maintenance and replacement of burned-out
parts after almost every race. This is much like the elite athlete who needs constant physiotherapy to
keep them competing, or knee and shoulder surgeries every few years late in a career of over-use or
misuse.
Your body can perform at the highest level, it is the most amazing ‘vehicle’ you will ever own, and it
can do some amazing things. But just because you can, that doesn’t mean you should, or at least not
all the time, for decades on end. It’s nice to look and perform like a top-fuel dragster at one time in
your life, but if you stay there too long, I believe it may be detrimental to the longer term goals of
living as long as possible in the best health possible.
Exercising the MotherNaturesDiet way is all about balance and moderation, in the interests of
supreme good health and happy pain-free longevity. This little book is a guide to optimum body
composition, this is not an eating-plan nor an exercise-guide, so I will not go into detailed workouts
and exercise ideas and recipes and meal plans here. I will produce further MND free ebooks for you
to cover the kind of food you should eat and the exercise you should be doing, and you will be able
to download them online. Check www.MotherNaturesDiet.com regularly and watch for those other
books when they become available.
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Summary
Too much fat is bad
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Predilection to diabetes and metabolic syndrome
High blood pressure
Increased risk of heart disease and stroke
Immobility and lack of flexibility, reduced range of motion
Reduced normal physiological movement and function (like walking, bending over, crouching
and picking things up) in cases of extreme obesity
Reduced energy levels
Slower movement and less movement leads to lower BMR
Increased strain on joints and spine

Too little fat is bad
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Mood irregularities
Reduced/inhibited sexual function
Sub-optimal brain and CNS function
Poor disease resistance – low storage of vital nutrients
Not enough stored energy
Not enough ‘toxin storage’
Always cold in winter

Too much muscle
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

High caloric demand to maintain mass
Permanent fast metabolism accelerates the aging process
No ‘Okinawan’ fasting benefits
Heart strain
Tendency to steroids, drugs, HGH (human growth hormone), testosterone shots,
supplements and junk
Elite athletes die at 67! That’s very worrying!

Not enough muscle
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Slow metabolism
Lack of testosterone, accelerates the aging process
Immobility and poor flexibility (possibly…if lack of muscle is indication of lack of exercise)
Unhealthy and unattractive looking ‘skinny fat’, poorly defined body shape
Poor function, body un-used, weak
Physical ability will deteriorate faster with aging
Poor core stability and spine stability can lead to backache and other problems as you age
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The final word
Optimal body composition for supreme good health and longevity is a balance between not too much
fat, but not too little; not too much muscle, but not too little.
In my opinion, men should aim for body fat of between 10% and 20%. Women should aim for body
fat of between 15% and 25%.
We should train regularly across a range of sports and exercise activities, with an aim to build
appreciable amounts of functional strength and useful muscle, without becoming ‘big and bulky’ in a
way that requires excessive eating habits over an extended period of many years.
Exercise and training should balance aerobic fitness with muscular strength and flexibility, and one
should not sacrifice the other. We should train to be fit, lean, strong and flexible, without pushing too
far in any one area.
Ego, looks, machismo and vanity should be tempered in favour of common-sense, injury-prevention,
long-term sustainability, longevity and disease prevention. If you want your body to last a long time
and still function well in later life, the key is moderation, balance, sustainability, and a lifetime of
dedication to good health habits – eat clean, stay hydrated, sleep well, exercise regularly and avoid
junk food, stress, sugar and chemicals.

In short – www.MotherNaturesDiet.com offers the complete solution, the complete balanced
approach.
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Have you found this little book
interesting? I hope you have found
something useful in these pages.
Please feel free to share this book with
your friends and family, and do visit
www.MotherNaturesDiet.com to learn
more about simple, clean, natural
healthy living.
Good health is really so simple, no fee,
no trick, no secrets, no gimmicks, it’s
just clean living and common sense.
www.MotherNaturesDiet.com
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Legal Disclaimer
The information and opinions provided in this book are designed for educational purposes only, and should not be taken as a
substitute for medical advice or care. You should always consult with your doctor if you have any concerns about your health
or any specific condition, treatment or if you plan to make any change to your diet or exercise routine. Do not use this
information to diagnose or treat any health problems or illnesses without consulting a licenced doctor.
No warranties or representations are made as to the accuracy of the information that appears in this book or at
www.MotherNaturesDiet.me. Any decision about your health or medical care based solely on information obtained from the
web could be dangerous. Please consult a doctor with any questions or concerns you might have regarding your health.
We hope that you will find information in this book of interest, but no responsibility of any nature whatsoever is accepted for
any information contained in these pages. You use this information at your own risk. MotherNaturesDiet and MND Health Ltd
are in no way liable for any use or misuse of any information obtained from this book or from our websites.
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displayed in the public domain or otherwise redistributed without the express written permission of the publisher, MND Health
Ltd.
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relationship with any companies or products named within this document.
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